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VADAF: Visualization for Abnormal Client Detection and
Analysis in Federated Learning
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Federated Learning (FL) provides a powerful solution to distributed machine learning on a large corpus of
decentralized data. It ensures privacy and security by performing computation on devices (which we refer to
as clients) based on local data to improve the shared global model. However, the inaccessibility of the data and
the invisibility of the computation make it challenging to interpret and analyze the training process, especially
to distinguish potential client anomalies. Identifying these anomalies can help experts diagnose and improve
FL models. For this reason, we propose a visual analytics system, VADAF, to depict the training dynamics and
facilitate analyzing potential client anomalies. Specifically, we design a visualization scheme that supports
massive training dynamics in the FL environment. Moreover, we introduce an anomaly detection method
to detect potential client anomalies, which are further analyzed based on both the client model’s visual and
objective estimation. Three case studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of our system in understanding
the FL training process and supporting abnormal client detection and analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Federated Learning provides a powerful solution to decentralized machine learning training with
privacy and security guarantee. Unlike the existing distributed machine learning algorithms de-
signed for highly controlled environments, FL can be used among devices in an unbalanced and
non-IID fashion. In a typical federated learning setting, training data remains locally on devices
involved. The devices perform computation on their local data to improve a shared global model
under a central server’s coordination. The participating devices are generally numerous, and the
training is an iterative process. These factors make it challenging to monitor complete training infor-
mation. Besides, FL acts as a "black box" during the training process because of its non-transparent
training data and invisible computation on devices. That is to say, the server in the FL setting has
no access to the clients’ training data, nor does it have complete control over the clients’ behaviors.
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Malicious clients can easily attack the training process to influence the behavior of the global model.
These clients which deviate from normal behaviors during the training process are considered
as abnormal clients. However, the severity of abnormal clients in federated learning is not yet
well-understood. Furthermore, the sophisticated working mechanism also puzzles ML experts in
understanding federated learning and analyzing training failure or anomaly to further improve the
model result.

Recently, researchers have studied federated optimization [28, 29], privacy enhancement [7, 40],
and application scenarios [20]. However, there has been little studies in visualizing and analyzing
the FL training process. Visualization is an effective tool to summarize complex data and recognize
hidden patterns under big data. Visual analytics can be seen as an integral approach combining
visualization, human knowledge, and data mining, facilitating the exploration and interpretation
of complex data. The visualization of FL training dynamics can help ML experts monitor and
understand the training progress. The visual analytics to abnormal clients is useful in discovering
and analyzing the abnormal iteration or client. Compared with fully automatic abnormal client
detection and treatment [34], the visual analytics system plays a part in understanding the training
process and analyzing the abnormal behaviors with an advantageous combination of expert ex-
perience. One recent work [55] builds a demonstration system and tries to interpret how the FL
system works in a demo case of a box car racing game. However, as an educational tool, the system
shows limited information and a relatively simple visual design only suitable for a small number
of clients. It still needs much consideration about how to show the abundant training dynamic
and how to effectively utilize visual analytics to contribute to the detection and analysis of the
abnormal clients in a typical FL setting.

Since federated learning is a novel distributed machine learning approach, the visual design and
implementation for anomaly detection in FL pose unique challenges. Here we summarize them as
follows:

C1. In a typical FL training scenario [19], a large number of devices participating in the FL
training process iteratively produce numerous training metrics and model weights, making it
difficult to present and analyze the training process from these massive data.

C2. Because of the inaccessibility of the training data and the invisibility of the computation,
the FL training process on the client-side acts like a "black box". We cannot detect abnormal client
and evaluate model from the data level referencing previous work [25, 50, 53].

C3. Various reasons may cause abnormal client behavior. It can be due to intentional malicious
attackers disguised as normal clients [16] or unintentional client deficiencies like poor data quality
[47, 60] and software/hardware defects. In addition, the non-IID property makes it possible that
even the benign local model can be far from the current global model before the model converges,
which aggravates the difficulty of identifying the attackers. Thus it is worth exploring different
cases of abnormal clients for model improvement.
To tackle these challenges, we develop an interactive visual analysis system, VADAF, which

visualizes the entire FL training process and empowers experts to drill down the abnormal clients
spotted by means of the anomaly detection technique. Analyzing the training process is fulfilled
by illustrating the dynamic training information at different levels of granularities. We design
several interactive views to show training information from overview to detail and also from both
perspectives of server and client (C1). Given the inaccessibility of training data, our system focuses
on model-level representation and analysis. Our anomaly detection method uses trainable model
parameters combined with statistical results of training metrics to detect potential abnormal clients
(C2). To explore different cases of client anomaly, we present an approach to analyzing client
anomaly using objective model evaluation results and visual model difference representation results
with the whole interaction of our system(C3). In this paper, we consider two kinds of attacks against
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federated learning, data poison, and model poison, and compare their effects with those of benign
clients. We prove the effectiveness of our system by conducting experiments on MNIST [10, 32]
and CIFAR-10 [30] using different model options. Our approach applies to classification tasks based
on the horizontal federated learning architecture with no encryption.

To our best knowledge, this paper serves as a first attempt which combines visual analytics with
anomaly detection to assist ML experts in observing the federated learning training process and
analyze the abnormal clients. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

• A suite of visualization techniques for showing the rich dynamics of the FL training process.
• An anomaly detection scheme for numerous clients in a federated learning setting merely
based on the model itself and training metrics instead of training data like previous works.

• A visual reasoning technique for potential client anomaly in FL, which can help explore
different cases of client issues and measure the severity of abnormal clients.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly introduce some basic concepts of federated learning and recent study
about attacks against federated learning, which will be useful for subsequent discussions.

2.1 Federated Learning
Federated Learning is a decentralized machine learning approach proposed by Google [6, 19, 39]. It
is proposed to solve the issue of data isolation and privacy in the era of big data. In reality, due to
industry competition, data security, and other reasons, data is scattered in different enterprises
or departments, existing in the form of isolated islands. Considering that artificial intelligence is
data-driven, it is difficult to establish an effective model without a large amount of high-quality
data. However, the traditional procedure of data integration has the risk of violating regulatory
requirements and leaking users’ privacy. In this case, how to design a machine learning framework
that can make full use of the data of different parties under the conditions of data privacy and
security is a major issue in the current artificial intelligence field.

Federated learning is proposed in the background mentioned above. The basic idea is to collabo-
ratively construct a shared global machine learning model while training data that may contain
private information remains distributed on devices like mobile phones. Yang et al. [57] categorize
federated learning into three categories based on the distribution characteristics of the data. Our
work focuses on the most commonly used horizontal federated learning in which devices share the
same feature space but little overlap in the sample space. In a typical horizontal federated learning
setting, there is one server and large numbers of participating devices. The training process is
iterative, as shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning of each iteration, a random fraction of clients is
selected. These selected clients download the current global model from the central server, perform
local computation based on the current global model and local data, and then send the updates to the
server. The server aggregates these locally-computed models with federated averaging algorithm
[39] which is widely-used for federated model training to improve the shared global model:

𝑤𝑡 =

𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑛𝑘

𝑛
𝑤𝑘𝑡 (1)

where𝑤𝑡 is the shared global model parameters obtained by aggregating updated model parameters
of the participating clients in 𝑡 th iteration, 𝐾 is the number of selected clients, 𝑛 is the total amount
of training data, 𝑛𝑘 is the training data amount of client 𝑘 ,𝑤𝑘𝑡 is the model parameters after training
on client 𝑘 in 𝑡 th iteration. Notice that except the averaged model parameters, the training metrics
are also averaged and recorded, which help people know about the overall training progress. Then
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a federated learning architecture.

the next iteration begins, where 𝑤𝑡 will be the initial model for each participating client. This
training process continues till it reaches the predefined maximum number of training rounds or
the model converges.

There are several advantages of this approach [39], which differentiate it from other distributed
machine learning methods: 1) It is robust to unbalanced and non-IID data distributions. 2) It can
significantly reduce the rounds of communication needed to train a good model in the decentralized
setting. Some federated learning frameworks have been developed for experimentation with FL,
such as TensorFlow Federated [17] and Federated AI Technology Enabler [54]. Meanwhile, there
have been more and more FL architecture designs for different scenarios [57].

2.2 Attack Strategy
Federated learning guarantees data privacy by pushing model training on users’ devices. It gives
clients full control over local training but makes attackers easier to perform various attacks. Some
attack strategies specifically against federated learning have been studied by scholars recently
[14, 34]. Here we categorize the attack strategy into two types, data poison and model poison.

2.2.1 Data Poison. Since personal data is stored locally, a malicious client can attack the global
model by poisoning the training data. There are usually two kinds of aims of the attack. One is
to degrade the model’s overall efficacy [2, 23]. This can be implemented by adding artificial fake
data or shuffling the data label. We call this kind of attack random poisoning attack. The other one
is to increase/decrease the probability of the model predicting a target instance as a target class
[16]. Label-flipping can achieve this aim by flipping the labels of instances in one class to another
class. Another approach aiming at the same goal is called backdoor [4, 12]. In this approach, some
features or regions of the original training data are augmented and relabeled so that the model will
be misled to classify the backdoor instances as a target label specified by the attacker. This kind of
attack is called targeted poisoning attack.

2.2.2 Model Poison. The full control over the local training in federated learning gives themalicious
client the possibility to manipulate the local model parameters directly and upload amalicious model
to spoil the global model or achieve the backdoor attack [14, 52]. However, client selection and
model aggregation mechanisms make small deviations of single client uneasy to cause significant
damage to the global model. Drastically different model updates increase the risk of being detected
by the server. Similar to data poison, model poison has its own strategies to make random poisoning
attacks and targeted poisoning attacks. Sign-flipping achieves the attack by flipping the signs of
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the local model updates [35, 56]. Additive noise approach adds Gaussian noise to the local model
updates. Both attacks aim to make random poisoning attacks [35, 56]. There also has been some
research about how to design a model replacement strategy to achieve targeted poisoning attacks
[4].

3 RELATEDWORK
3.1 Visual Analytics for Machine Learning
The monitor and analysis of the federated learning training process are essentially based on
large volumes of logs for machine learning training on the clients. The general training dynamics
representation, model evaluation approaches, etc., in visual analytics for machine learning are
worth referring to in this work. In the training process of machine learning, there are generally large
amounts of data sets involved and model parameters produced. It is a challenge itself to visualize
these big volume data, let alone help experts analyze the training process and interpret the machine
learning model with the help of visual interaction. Given the above facts, some work has been
done on interactive visualization and visual analytics to understand and analyze machine learning
models, which can assist experts in improving model performance and robustness. Most interactive
machine learning tools achieve this aim by displaying multiple kinds of training information,
including training data, features, metrics, and model performance, from which experts can get
insight from the training process and debug the failure cases. For example, Ren et al. [48] design
a performance visualization solution, Squares, for multiclass classification problems. Compared
with the confusion matrix, it shows more details from the instance level, which helps practitioners
analyze model performance faster and more accurately. But for general usage scenarios in which
only the count-based metrics matter, Squares is a little complicated. Zhang et al. [59] propose a
generic framework named Manifold to support debugging and comparison of different machine
learning models in an interactive manner based on model performance and features extracted.
Amershi et al. [3] present an interactive visualization system supporting performance analysis and
debugging in machine learning. This system displays training information and graphs within a
single compact visualization. Similarly, Kahng et al. [24] develop a visual analytics system, ACTIVIS,
which is flexible in exploring many different complex deep neural network models for classification
tasks. As deep learning grows, recent studies in visual analytics focus on some specific deep learning
models, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [36, 38], recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
[42, 51] and deep generative models (DGMs) [37]. They try to visualize the model structure and
introduce some manipulable visualization designs suitable for large volume data. Moreover, some
of these work visualize and analyze models from the model level. For instance, Liu et al. [36]
introduce some visual encodings to show the layer-level or even filter-level information for CNN
models. They use a pixel chart to present filter-level information. The weakness is that it takes
too much rendering space and resources, while the effective information is minimal. Besides that,
TensorBoard [1], which provides a suite of visualization and tooling to track training dynamics,
uses histograms to show model information like weights, biases, or other tensors. Rauber et al.
[46] propose a point-based projection technique to explore the relationship between neurons and
classes, and the similarity between neurons by means of dimensionality reduction. These works
also prove the value of visualization feedback for model analysis and evaluation.

Federated Learning, as a new framework of training distributed machine learning models, attracts
much attention of researchers in the field ofmachine learning. However, there has been little relevant
visualization design to represent the FL training process. Wei et al. [55] propose a multi-agent
visualization system to illustrate how a typical FL system works as an educational tool, but the
design is relatively simple. The visual design of this system mainly includes several statistical charts,
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such as histograms, radar charts, and line chart. These statistical charts are only suitable for a
small number of clients. For the usual federal learning training scenarios with thousands of clients,
the visualization design is not universal. The main difference between the existing visualization
work of machine learning and the expected visualization of federated learning is that the latter
requires consideration of the distributed environment in which a large number of clients involve in
the training process and produce large amounts of data. In addition, training data is not available
in the federated learning setting, which means we cannot use traditional methods to analyze the
failure or anomaly in the federated learning training process from the data level. Nevertheless, the
model-level design and analysis methods in the previous work can be used for reference. We also
get inspiration about how to design visualization for general training logs and model evaluation
results from the previous work.

3.2 Visualization for Distributed System
The FL training process is completed together with the participation of the clients and the server.
Notice that Federated Learning is a distributedmachine learning framework, the existingwork about
visualization for distributed systems has reference value for us in visual design. Gunter et al. [18]
describe a system called NetLogger, which enables diagnosis and debugging in distributed systems.
This system includes an interface for visualizing the log data and state, in which three types of graph
primitives are introduced to represent different events in the distributed system. Similarly, Cosma
et al. [13] present a visual solution for comprehending the design of distributed software systems,
which uses colored rectangles to represent distributable feature cores. Beschastnikh et al. [5] design
a new distributed system debugging tool, ShiViz, to visualize distributed-system executions. It
combines time flow to display the distributed system’s execution and different graphics to represent
the events. These work focus on the display of the workflow in the distributed system, and in the
meanwhile, they design multiple visual elements to represent different events or features. These
visual element designs are helpful. However, in the FL setting, we do not care about different clients’
workflow but only the training metrics and results sent to the server in each iteration. Kutzleb
[31] creates a visual analytics tool to help domain experts explore data collected from distributed
systems from the cluster level. All of the above work show the client information either from
the single-client level or from the cluster level and lack an interactive tool to connect the views
of different perspectives. In our work, we use small colored rectangles to represent participating
clients and add different designs to indicate the different features or attributes of these clients.
Furthermore, we apply an overview-to-detail visualization to support the display and exploration
of all the clients’ statistical data in each iteration and the specific client information.

3.3 Anomaly Detection
In the field of data analysis, it is often necessary to determine which instances stand out as being
different from all others. Such instances are generally known as anomalies or outliers, and the
goal of anomaly detection is to determine all such outliers. Anomaly detection can help us identify
outliers during data preprocessing, and then we can remove the outliers or use some other methods
to process these outliers, such as replacing the outliers with average values. Experimental results
show that reducing the effect of the outliers in the data set can significantly improve the accuracy
of the training results statistically.
When dealing with the client model sent to the server in each iteration during the FL training

process, themodel outliers raise concern, whichmay lead to bad aggregatedmodel results. Therefore,
it is necessary to take some measures to find these model outliers. Since the client models are not
labeled as normal or abnormal, we need to use unsupervised anomaly detection methods to find
the abnormal model. In an unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm, data is scored solely based
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on its intrinsic properties, typically like distances [26, 27, 45] or densities [9], and then we can
discriminate the anomalies according to the calculated scores and the set threshold. Inspired by this
idea, we calculate the distances between client model vectors and aggregated model vector in each
iteration for outlier detection by taking the server aggregated model as a baseline. Besides, statistical
properties of data distribution such as mean, median, and quantiles can also be used for anomaly
detection [22]. In this paper, we refer to the work of Leys [33], in which a method using median
absolute deviation (MAD) is presented to detect outliers. We apply it in a half-normal distribution
to find the outliers of the distance sequence. In addition to the above-mentioned statistical anomaly
detection, there are many machine learning-based techniques for anomaly detection. For example,
as an unsupervised learning method, clustering is an effective method to detect outliers, in which
data instances that fall outside of these cluster groups could potentially be marked as anomalies
[43]. However, generally speaking, the statistical analysis is applicable to various data sets for
anomaly detection. Otherwise, it is much easier to interpret the anomalies from a statistical point of
view. Similar work about malicious client detection in FL has been done by Li et al. [35], in which
the central server applies spectral anomaly detection method to detect abnormal model updates and
remove them in the aggregation process. This approach achieves good performance in improving
model accuracy, but it requires additional calculations to train an encoder-decoder model using
preprepared normal instances, which may not be representative of abundant training data.

There have been some relevant works about defense against client attacks in the FL setting [15].
Li et al. [34] use a pre-trained autoencoder model as the baseline to calculate the anomaly score
of all the client models and use it to eliminate the anomalies’ adverse impacts in the aggregation
operation. Fung et al. [16] propose a defense method named FoolsGold, which adjusts the learning
rate based on contribution similarity in the training process to defend sybil-based poisoning attacks.
The above works focus on designing the defense strategy to mitigate the effect of malicious clients
in the training process. However, the actual impact of malicious clients and the effect of these
defense strategies in a non-IID setting are not well evaluated.

4 VADAF
In this section, we introduce our system, VADAF, from requirement analysis to system design. We
also describe the data and model we use for training in this paper, as well as our anomaly detection
method.

4.1 Requirement Analysis
VADAF was developed beginning with the identification of a few design requirements based on the
authors’ direct survey of federated learning and discussions with experts who have experience in
FL. These high-level requirements also address the challenges proposed in the introduction section
in a targeted manner. Here we summarize them as follows:

• R1 - Providing an overview of the federated learning training process from both
views of server and client. As illustrated in C1, FL training is an iterative process in which
a central coordinating server and a set of clients make a concerted effort to train a high-quality
centralized model. This process produces large amounts of intermediate data, such as loss,
accuracy, and the number of clients in one iteration, which can be used to specify the training
progress and diagnose training failure. However, visualizing all the training dynamics will
cause severe visual clutter. Considering the magnitude of intermediate data, we display the
server and clients’ overall statistics data as an overview of the FL training process. It can also
serve as an entry point for analyzing specific iteration or client. This overview should also
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help users spot certain iterations or clients of interest, which may show obvious anomaly on
loss or accuracy.

• R2 - Connecting the overall statistics with detailed training dynamics of numerous
clients. A high-level statistics overview is used as an entry point for the analysis of the
FL process. We cannot get exhaustive information about some specific iteration or client
from the statistics data. Therefore, as a complementary solution to C1, an overview-to-detail
visualization is essential to connect the overview statistics with detailed training dynamics.
By zooming in to the details, users can further examine iterations of interest and potential
client issues from finer granularity.

• R3 - Supporting detection of abnormal clients. Anomaly detection is a technique aiming
to find unusual patterns that do not conform to expected behaviors [11]. In the FL setting,
clients train a model based on local data and send model updates to the server. The client
training process acts like a “black box” because of the inaccessibility of training data and
the invisibility of the computation, which also increases the risk of client attacks by sending
malicious updates. For this reason, detecting client anomaly on the server-side is crucial for
an aggregated optimal global model. This area is not thoroughly studied but worthwhile for
FL research. Furthermore, as mentioned in C2, the inaccessible training data and invisible
computation make it impossible to detect abnormal clients from the data level. We should do
anomaly detection using training metrics and model parameters.

• R4 - Supporting analysis of abnormal clients. In the FL training process, distribution and
non-IID property cause different clients to have totally different training progress. Clients
that participate in less training or have some special but valued data may be treated as
anomalies compared with other clients that have well-trained model results. Therefore, it
is essential to analyze the abnormal clients and distinguish whether they are malicious or
benign. Utilizing the analysis results, users can explore more simple and straightforward
methods to distinguish different anomaly cases. This requirement is drawn by the challenge
C3.

4.2 System Overview
The above-mentioned requirements motivate us to develop a visual analytics system, VADAF, for
abnormal client detection and analysis in federated learning. This system includes three major
modules:

• A data storage module that stores all the training logs of the server and clients in the
federated learning training process.

• An analysis module that supports multiple statistical and analytical tasks, including ab-
normal client detection (R3) and analysis (R4).

• An interactive visualization module that discloses the training dynamics from different
levels and perspectives and also provides users with a way of exploring and analyzing the
training process (R1, R2).

As shown in Fig. 2, the pipeline of our system begins with the data storage module. We train
our model in a simulated FL setting under the TensorFlow federated framework. The training
logs are stored in MongoDB during the training process and organized into two parts. One is
related to the client, which is produced directly in the client training process. It contains trainable
model parameters(variables), performance metrics(loss and accuracy), and evaluation results. We
evaluate each client model’s performance using randomly selected data from the test dataset in
each round and store the predictions and true labels to generate the confusion matrix for use in the
visualization module. The other is acquired from the server-side and mainly includes two types
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Fig. 2. System overview. VADAF consists of three key modules: Data Storage module, Analysis module and
Visualization module.

of data, averaged model parameters and aggregated metrics. On top of the data storage module,
we build an analysis module and visualization module. The analysis module provides statistics
summary and data aggregation function for multi-level data display. The statistics results can also
help experts locate some iterations of interest in which many clients may have relatively high loss
and low accuracy. Besides, our anomaly detection method is integrated into the analysis module,
and the results of abnormal client detection will be presented in the visual interface. This method
finds abnormal clients based on the client model parameters sent to the server in each iteration,
differing from anomalies with high loss and low accuracy. The visualization module consists of
four coordinated views. It is supported by the data storage module and analysis module. Apart
from displaying training dynamics, our system provides a method of analyzing abnormal clients by
interactively exploring abnormal clients in the visual interface based on model evaluation results
and model difference representation results. The cases of client anomaly are much complicated.
With the help of visualization techniques and the analysis module, we can drill down the FL training
process and figure out probable client anomaly causes.

4.3 Data and Model Description
In this paper, we use the classic MNIST data of digit images and CIFAR-10 dataset as training data
for model construction to demonstrate the effectiveness of our system.

4.3.1 MNIST Dataset. Different from traditional machine learning methods, federated learning
requires a federated non-IID data set, which is an inherent data property in FL. Therefore, the
dataset we use in our work is a federated version of MNIST [10]. It consists of 341,873 28 × 28
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Fig. 3. Backdoor on CIFAR-10. Images with certain features are mislabeled: a) purple cars are classified as
airplane. b) planes with sunset background are classified as truck. c) cars with vertically striped walls in the
background are classified as bird.

grayscale images in the training data and 40,832 images in the test data with ten classes. These digit
images are keyed by their original writers. We suppose these digit images of different writers are
located in different simulated clients. Because of the unique style of different writers, this dataset
exhibits non-IID property expected of federated datasets. In our experiment, we suppose these digit
images of different writers are located in different simulated clients, and there are 3383 clients in
total. In a typical federated learning scenario, the number of clients participating in training is likely
very huge, only a fraction of which may be available for training at a given time. We simulate this
condition by randomly sampling 100 clients from a total of 3383 clients in each round of training.

4.3.2 CIFAR-10 Dataset. The CIFAR-10 dataset [30] contains 50,000 32 × 32 color images in ten
object classes as training data and 10,000 images as test data. To simulate non-IID property and
supply each client with unbalanced instances from each class, we divide the 50,000 training images
into 500 clients using a Dirichlet distributionwith a hyper-parameter of 0.9. Moreover, for simulating
poison data attacks, we process the dataset as follows. We select 20 clients as random poisoning
attackers, in which ten clients’ labels are totally messed up, and another ten clients’ labels are
messed up with a 50% chance. In addition, we select five clients to simulate targeted poisoning
attacks. One client flips all the airplane labels to bird and another one flips all the cat labels to dog.
The other three are used for backdoor attackers in which three features are chosen as the backdoor
[4] : purple cars (14 images), planes with sunset background (28 images), and cars with vertically
striped walls in the background (14 images), as shown in Fig. 3. We change the labels of purple cars
to airplane, planes with sunset background to truck and cars with vertically striped walls in the
background to bird. In each round, 50 clients are randomly selected to participate in the training.

4.3.3 FL Tasks. For the MNIST dataset, we train a softmax linear regression model with 7850
trainable model parameters. We run 100 rounds with a learning rate of 0.02. The learning rate is
decreased by a factor of 0.9 every two rounds. Each client selected in a round is supposed to train
the local model for ten epochs. To simulate the model poison attack, we apply two methods in
the training process, including sign-flipping and additive noise. We choose 1% clients to do the
sign-flipping and 4% clients to add additive noise on their models. The 4% clients are split up evenly
into four parts, each with the standard deviation of 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 to generate gaussian
noise. These clients will do the model poison before the model aggregation process when they
participate in the training round. As for the CIFAR-10 dataset, VGG11 model is chosen. Given that
CIFAR-10 images have a small size of 32x32, we remove the last two convolutional layers and keep
the remaining nine layers for training. We train six local epochs for each client in each round with
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the initial learning rate of 0.001. The training is supposed to run 80 rounds. Since the VGG11 model
is too large and not suitable for storage and analysis, only the last fully connected layer consisting
of 40970 parameters, is stored in our database for abnormal client detection and analysis.

4.4 Abnormal Client Detection
The anomaly detection approach in FL aims to detect abnormal clients in each iteration. In this paper,
we achieve this goal based on two kinds of data, training metrics and trainable model parameters.
The training metrics consist of loss and accuracy of client training. On the one hand, we apply
box plot rule [44] to training metrics and show the statistical results in the interface to discern the
loss or accuracy outliers, which may indicate the potential anomaly in the training process. On
the other hand, we use model data directly to detect the anomaly from the model parameters. We
suppose that only a small fraction of clients are anomalous in FL. Thus the aggregated model is
generally a good reflection of training results in the corresponding iteration. It can be seen as a
baseline of our anomaly detection method. We calculate the euclidean distance of the client model
vectors and the aggregated model vector at first. The distance sequence reveals the different client
model deviations from normality. The next step is to find all the outliers on the basis of the distance
sequence, which indicates potential abnormal clients. As mentioned above that only little clients
are anomalous, and most client model data is distributed close to the aggregated model, we can
view the statistical distribution of distance sequence as half-normal distribution. Here we apply
an anomaly detection method using MAD [33] in the case of half-normal distribution. MAD is a
robust measure of the variability of a univariate sample of quantitative data. For distance sequence
𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . , 𝑑𝑛 , the MAD is defined as the median of the absolute deviations from the data’s median
[21]:

𝑀𝐴𝐷 = 𝑏 ∗𝑀𝑖 ( |𝑑𝑖 −𝑀 𝑗 (𝑑 𝑗 ) |) (2)
where 𝑑 𝑗 is the original distance sequence, and 𝑀𝑖 is the median of the series. As for 𝑏, it is a
constant associated with the assumption of normality of the data, disregarding the abnormality
induced by outliers [49]. 𝑏 can be calculated by 1/𝑄 (0.75), where 𝑄 (0.75) is the 0.75 quantile of
the data distribution. For half-normal distribution, 𝑏 = 0.8676. The multiplication by b is pivotal.
Otherwise, the formula for the MAD would only estimate the scale up to a multiplicative constant.
The rejection criterion of a value is formulated as:

𝑑𝑖 > 𝑀 + 3 ∗𝑀𝐴𝐷 (3)

where𝑀 is the median of the data. That is, all the client models with a distance from the server
aggregated model bigger than𝑀 + 3 ∗𝑀𝐴𝐷 are viewed as anomalies and marked on our projection
view. The threshold 3 is a conservative choice for our criterion. According to the paper of Miller et
al.[41], we can also choose 2.5 (moderately conservative) or even 2 (poorly conservative).

5 USER INTERFACE
In this section, we describe the visual design of the VADAF interface (Fig. 4) in detail, which contains
four views, namely, the Main View, the Client View, the Projection View and the Model View to
assist users in understanding and analyzing the FL training process. The Main View shows the
training dynamics from different levels combined with focus+context techniques. It also works as
the entry point of our system. Experts can identify some iterations of interest according to statistics
information in the Main View and further explore these iterations interactively. The Client View
displays training information from the perspective of client. The Projection View marks all the
potential abnormal clients in a two-dimensional projection result. By interactively exploring these
anomalies in the Projection View and examining evaluation results of client model in the Model
View, experts can get insight from these anomalies.
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Fig. 4. Interface of VADAF, which contains the following: (a) a Main View that shows the entire training
dynamics from overview to detail; (b) a Projection View showing an overview of normal and abnormal clients
in a certain iteration; (c) a Client View containing all training information of a certain client; (d) a Model
View depicting the model difference representation and model evaluation results.

5.1 Main View
The Main View (Fig. 4 (a)) presents the overall FL training dynamics to help users locate some
iterations of interest. Considering a large number of training logs produced by clients in immense
iterations, we employ focus+context technique and design a three-row visualization, which allows
users to explore the overall training process and study areas of interest in detail.
The third row (Fig. 4 (a1)) shows the averaging accuracy and loss trend of the whole training

process on the server-side using a line chart. The line representing accuracy is colored in red, while
the line for loss is colored in blue. Once an iteration range is selected, the second row (Fig. 4 (a2))
displays the details of the selected iterations from the client perspective. Each iteration contains two
box plots depicting the distribution of clients’ loss and accuracy, respectively. The color of box plots
is encoded as same as the line chart in the third row. The yellowish background of each iteration
is colored with respect to the total amount of training data in the corresponding iteration. The
loss and accuracy outliers are spotted as individual points. These outliers indicate some probable
training problems, which can help users locate the iterations of interest. When iterations of interest
are selected, the first row (Fig. 4 (a3)) presents the detailed client information in these iterations
by column. In the column header, the index of iteration and the number of clients participating
in this iteration are displayed at the left and right end, respectively. In the column body, all the
clients participating in this iteration are organized as a square shape pixel diagram (Fig. 4 (a4)).
Each square represents a client and is colored based on the size of the training data. Notice that
the clients are vertically grouped based on the number of rounds they participate in FL training,
and the grouping rule can be customized by adding segment stop and adjusting its location in
the segmentation editor box (Fig. 5 (a)). The add operation can be accomplished by right-clicking
mouse button, and the adjustment operation can be done by left mouse dragging the corresponding
segment stop left or right. We design segmentation editor box because a large number of clients are
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not friendly to exploration. Users can have a more intuitive understanding of client training stages
by way of segmentation. It can also contribute to the analysis of the model performance of clients
who have different training rounds. For example, some clients may just participate in the training
at the first time and the local training is far from convergence. Compared with other clients which
have been in multiple training rounds, the training metrics or model of this kind of clients may be
regarded as anomalies. By making segmentation of the training rounds, we can distinguish cases of
this kind from the malicious attacks. As for the square shape pixel diagram(Fig. 5 (b)), segment
identification and the number of clients in this segmentation are shown at the top of each group.
The outliers spotted in the box plots are highlighted using squares with the blue or red border.
The blue border indicates the client with a loss outlier, while the red border indicates the client
with an accuracy outlier. The squares with both blue and red borders have both loss and accuracy
outliers. When users hover over a client square, the square will show with an extra black border
and a tooltip displays training information of the client (i.e., client index, training rounds, accuracy,
and loss). The client selected is also bordered with black color. In addition, to make the system
more informative, we summarize the information of the selected iteration and client in the text in
the top left of the Main View.

Fig. 5. Illustration of design details in the Main View: (a) segmentation editor box; (b) client pixel diagram.

5.2 Projection View
The Projection View (Fig. 4 (b)) aims at providing an overview of normal and anomalous clients in
a certain iteration to guide users to diagnose the training process. Once a client is selected in the
Main View, all the clients in the same iteration are projected onto a 2D space and encoded with
points. In our system, we adopt the method of multidimensional scaling (MDS) [8] based on all the
client model vectors in one iteration. This is because MDS can reflect the relative distance between
each client and server. Moreover, to show the relationship between the server and all clients, we
move "server" to the center of the view by performing a linear transformation on the MDS result.
Considering that there may be too many clients, making the Projection View visually confusing,
we provide zoom interaction. For anomaly detection, we use the method described in section 4.4 to
automatically detect potential clients with model anomaly and mark the anomalous clients using
orange points. The other normal points are colored by green. In addition to the abnormal clients
detected above, there are other kinds of anomalies with abnormal training metrics, as mentioned
in the Main View. To better identify the clients with various anomalies, the point border is colored
in a different style. Specifically, the red border encodes the client with accuracy outliers, and the
blue border encodes the client with a loss outlier. The client with both accuracy and loss outlier is
encoded using a half red half blue border. Once a client is selected, the corresponding point will be
enlarged to help users locate the chosen client.

We can see that the projection points are distributed in a circle shape. The server is located at the
center with clients in the same iteration scattered around. The orange points which are detected
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as anomalies using our anomaly detection method are distributed far around the server. In the
meanwhile, the points with loss or accuracy outliers are generally far away from the server. That is
to say, our anomaly detection method is verified by the MDS projection technique in which the
distances between the points indicate the similarity of them. In our work, we use euclidean distance
to measure the deviations between the client model and the baseline. But we have to mention that
other distance metrics are also workable in our method. The euclidean distance is just the most
intuitive one. If using cosine distance as the model distance metric, we need to make it consistent
with the distance metric in MDS. Then we can find that the outliers will distribute within a specific
angle.

5.3 Client View
While the two views mentioned above provide an overview of server and clients’ information, it is
still insufficient. Users cannot see the training information of the client throughout the iteration.
Therefore, we visualize the main training log (including iteration count, data size, training accuracy,
and training loss) in the Client View (Fig. 4 (c)) to facilitate the analysis of some probable anomalous
clients. Specifically, four line charts appear when users select a client in the Main View or the
Projection View. These charts are interactively linked by vertical lines indicating the corresponding
iteration when users only hover over one chart, helping users examine the information of the same
iteration. The tooltip beside the vertical line shows specific training log values. In addition, users
can click the points on the line to select an iteration, and then the other three views will switch to
the information for that iteration.

5.4 Model View
The Model View (Fig. 4 (d)) serves the microscopic exploration of training information from
the model perspective, supporting the further analysis of abnormal clients. This view is com-
posed of model difference representation (Fig. 4 (d1)) and model evaluation results (Fig. 4 (d2)).
The model difference representation aims to compare the model trainable parameter differences
(|𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 − 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 |) between the server and client model. We use a rectangle to present
these differences. The rectangle consists of multiple thick bars that have the same width, each
representing a difference. These bars are encoded using a sequential color scheme. A darker bar
represents a larger difference value. Considering a large number of parameters, we have merged
tiny differences (< 0.01). Specifically, we merge consecutive tiny differences in the parameter list
into a white bar, which means that the difference is 0. This can reduce visual clutter and make thick
bars look more intuitive than keep all differences. When the diagram presents fewer bars, or the
color of bars is relatively light, it means that the parameter differences are relatively small. The
model evaluation results are shown in a confusion matrix, which is commonly used, presenting
the accuracy of the client model. As shown in (Fig. 4 (d2)), each column of the matrix depicts the
instances in a predicted class, and each row depicts the instances in an actual class.

5.5 Interaction
VADAF supports a set of interactions to help users switch between the four coordinated views.
First, when users create a brush by clicking on the context area and dragging the mouse to select
the extents of the brush, the box plot part, which is also called the focus area in the focus+context
display, will display the details of the selected area of the context. Through the box plot, users
can observe the client training metric distribution in each iteration and determine some iterations
of interest in which there are maybe more outliers or some outliers with greater deviation. Once
some iterations are selected, they will show as pixel diagram on the top of the Main View. When
users select a client by clicking a square of the pixel diagram, the corresponding iteration is also
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regarded as selected, and the outlier will be highlighted if the represented client has the outlier in
the iteration. Meanwhile, the Projection View displays the overview of the server and clients of the
selected iteration for further exploration, the Client View shows the detailed information of the
selected client, and the Model View presents model information in the corresponding iteration. In
addition, when selecting a client in either the Main View or the Projection view, not only will the
Client View show the detailed information of the selected client, but the Model View will present
trainable model parameters of the client in the corresponding iteration. Moreover, the chosen
client model will be evaluated automatically and the evaluation result displays in the form of the
confusion matrix.

6 USE CASES
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments using the data described in section 4.3 with
our collaborating experts’ assistance. Here, we present three use cases to demonstrate the primary
usage of VADAF to understand the training process of FL and evaluate the effectiveness of our
system in analyzing abnormal clients in FL.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Client distribution in the early (a) or late (b) stages of the iteration.

6.1 Case 1: Understanding FL training process
We trained a softmax linear regression model on the MNIST dataset and got the training result
for display and analysis in our system. Before selecting any iteration of interest, we can notice
that the training converges fast, as shown in the Main View (Fig. 4 (a1)). This benefits from the
mechanism of FL that it enables clients to train a model collaboratively. By brushing different ranges
of iterations, it can be found that there is an interesting pattern in the box plots. As the training
iteration proceeds, the distribution of the clients’ loss and accuracy first change from concentration
to dispersion (Fig. 6 (a)) and then to dense (Fig. 6 (b)), and the outliers become obvious. This is
because the training has not converged at the beginning. And as the training goes on, the normal
clients’ models gradually converge, while the anomalous clients appear very different. Here we
take the iteration of index 94 as an example to explain how to explore the abnormal clients using
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Fig. 7. The analysis result of a normal client and two clients with model poison.

our system. In its corresponding pixel diagram, we divide the clients according to their training
times using the segmentation editor box and a client (f3462_15) with both loss and accuracy outlier
in the last segmentation gets our attention. It has gone through multiple iterations but still does
not converge. Once this client is selected, we can explore its details in the other three views. In the
Projection View (Fig. 4 (b)), we observe that the selected client shown as an enlarged orange point
bordered with half blue and red color is far away from the server in the center. This means that
this client’s model is pretty different from that of the server, and it has been detected as an outlier
automatically.

After confirming an anomalous client, to further analyze such anomaly, we switch to the Model
View and the Client View to look for additional clues. As shown in the first row in Fig. 7, the model
of the normal client is similar to that of the server. For instance, the trends of loss and accuracy in
the Client View are similar to the trend of the line chart in the Main View, that is, the loss gradually
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Poor data quality with: (a) skewed digits and (b) incomplete digits.

decreases, and the accuracy gradually increases. In addition, the model difference representation of
a normal client only presents a few bars, and the color is light, which means that the difference
from the server is very small. And the model evaluation result is good with high accuracy. On the
contrary, the result of the abnormal client (f3462_15) is pretty different. As shown in Fig. 4 (c), the
trend of loss and accuracy look normal, but continuous training does not improve the model a lot.
The model difference representation presents a lot of bars, and the model accuracy is relatively
low (Fig. 4 (d)). Moreover, to explore more details, we try different interactions of the system. For
example, we select clients in the Projection View or click the points in the Client View to track
clients’ performance. During the exploration, we notice that several clients have similar visual
patterns with the client f3462_15. Then we trace back to the original training data and find that
the digits are either skewed or missing, as shown in Fig. 8. Although these clients are identified as
outliers in our system, their performance metrics and evaluation results are significantly better
than malicious clients in Fig. 7. This shows how the model difference representation and the model
evaluation results play their role in discerning the malicious clients.

Fig. 9. Training on MNIST dataset with model poison.

6.2 Case 2: analyzing model poison in FL
In comparison with the normal training process without attack in case 1, we ran the same model
on the MNIST dataset with model poison, as illustrated in 4.3.3. We suppose all the attackers just
make small adjustments on the model. Otherwise, attackers’ models can be filtered out simply
referring to the model parameter threshold set by the server. Since the number of attackers is
usually very small compared with the participating client amount, the effect of the model poison is
not big on the global model. As shown in Fig. 9, when adding model poison, the training converges
slower and the training metric fluctuations are greater than the training result in case 1. Given
that all the model poison is added just after local training and before model submitting, these
attackers can not be identified according to training metrics (loss and accuracy), but only based
on the model itself. To be specific, these clients with model poison generally can not be identified
as outliers in the box plot, but using our model anomaly detection method, they are marked as
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orange points and can be easily observed since they are distributed in the outermost far away from
the central server in the projection view. We made statistics on the results of our model anomaly
detection method. For gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 or 0.01 and sign-flipping, our
method can identify these attackers with 100% accuracy. But it is not practicable when the model
poison is small, for example, using gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.001 or smaller
for this training. When discovering these abnormal clients in the projection view, the in-depth
analysis can be carried out with other views. These clients with model poison show an abnormal
pattern in the model difference representation or low performance in the model evaluation result.
For instance, as you can see in the second row of Fig. 7, the client (f3370_37) having gaussian
noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 is well trained in terms of training metrics. However, the
model difference representation shows additional noise characteristics, and the model evaluation
result is not good. In the third row of Fig. 7, the model of the client (f1060_13) with sign-flipping
attack shows no classification ability and has multiplied model parameters’ characteristics in model
difference representation. In addition, model evaluation results demonstrate that our model is not
sensitive to gaussian noise within a certain range. In this experiment, gaussian noise with standard
deviation lower than 0.01 does not cause obvious performance degradation.

Fig. 10. Detection rate of the abnormal clients in CIFAR-10 FL training with data poison.

6.3 Case 3: analyzing data poison in FL
Here we use the processed CIFAR-10 dataset to simulate data poison and simplified VGG11 model
to do the FL training as illustrated in 4.3. The training accuracy can achieve 99% and the training
loss is close to 0.1 after 80 rounds. In our experiment, after the training converges, the clients
with data poison are generally identified with loss or accuracy outliers in the box plot or detected
as anomalies using trainable model parameters, except for the clients with label flipping. The
detection rate of abnormal clients in divided training round intervals using our method based
on model parameters is displayed in Fig. 10. Since label-flipping is only applied to images with a
specific label, and the number of the images with this label is very small compared with all the
training data on one client due to the non-IID property, anomaly detection does not work for a small
amount of label-flipping poison in our case. For the other two types of data poison, random poison
and backdoor, the detection rate rises as the training gradually converges. In theory, the effect
of abnormal clients with data poison can reflect on both training metrics and model parameters,
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especially for random data poison. These clients with data poison can degrade the training model
and show the high loss or low accuracy in the training process, thus they can be easily recognized as
outliers in the box plot. However, when using a model with large effective capacity [58], overfitting
is likely to happen. This may cause the anomaly detection based on training metrics to fail. In this
case, anomaly detection only depends on the trainable model parameters.

7 EXPERT FEEDBACK
The feedback of three expert users, including a professor in the field of machine learning and two
Ph.D. students having experience in federated learning, is collected based on one-on-one interviews
in the process they use our system analyzing the FL training on the MNIST dataset, which is
summarized below.

Visual Design. The experts confirmed that the Main View is effective in observing the overview
of the training dynamics and locate some iterations or clients of interest. E1 commented that “the
box plots are informative in terms of displaying the training progress of both the clients and the
server.” E2 said that “the pixel diagram is impressive for showing all the details in each iteration.” In
particular, E3 emphasized that “it is tough and especially difficult to visualize the training dynamics
for both the clients and the server. The Main View is effective in achieving this goal.” All the experts
agreed that the Projection View intuitively shows all the anomalous clients and the deviations from
the server model. When asked about the Model View, E2,3 felt the model difference representation
design successfully illustrates the potential cause of the deviations in the Projection View, but the
information behind the difference representation is limited when the number of model parameters
is big since it is not practical to compute and draw all the model deviations. They also affirmed the
confusion matrix in the aspect of model evaluation.

Abnormal client detection. All the experts were interested in the topic of abnormal client
detection. They agreed on the usefulness of the anomaly detection method supported in our system.
E1 commented that “the anomaly detection method based on the distances between the model
parameters is effective. This system is useful in automatically finding out the malicious clients”.
E2 mentioned that “the effectiveness of the anomaly detection method is further verified by the
projection results.” E3 suggested that “the abnormal client detection method can be combined in a
real-time FL training system for removing the abnormal clients automatically and improving the
global model.” They both felt the anomaly detection algorithm is able to accomplish its purpose in
this setting but it still needs more improvement for utilization under various real attacks.

System. The experts felt that VADAF is concise and useful. E1 explained that “the system is
well designed and quite user-friendly.” E2 was particularly interested in using VADAF to explore
real-world datasets. E2 also mentioned that “the Client View is not well suitable for real-world
FL system due to the privacy requirement. But the visualization design and anomaly detection
method for FL in VADAF is novel and effective.” E3 commented that “the system is easy to use. The
interface is meaningful with all the graphical information and necessary textual representations.”

8 DISCUSSION
VADAF is our first try in visualizing and analyzing the FL training process, especially abnormal
clients. Three use cases demonstrate the effectiveness of our system. Nevertheless, there is still
space for improvement.

Generalization. In this paper, our training task follows horizontal federated learning and is
similar to Google’s mobile keyboard prediction work [19]. However, there are many other FL
application scenarios [20], which may have some differences in FL architecture and training process.
For example, when the participants are multiple large organizations whose devices (clients) are
generally stable, it is probably unnecessary to make client selection at the start of each iteration for
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a limited number of stable clients. These factors may limit the generalization of our system, but
some general designs and approaches in our work, such as training dynamics visualization and
anomaly detection, are worthy references for future relevant studies. All in all, it still needs more
attempts to survey and analyze various FL tasks and architectures.

Scalability. Our approach is not limited to data and model selection. Although the confusion
matrix part only supports classification tasks. Other designs can apply to most FL tasks. The
focus+context technique we apply is beneficial to scalable data size. The main concern is the
performance and effect of the model difference representation method for higher dimensional
vectors. For the model difference representation images, we have the idea to add a detection
algorithm in the model difference representation generation process to automatically magnify
some internal details of interest, which probably show the patterns to explain the possible causes
of anomaly. This can increase the scalability of model difference representation for much higher
dimensional vectors and is more conducive to our analysis.

Real-time analysis. Currently, all the training dynamics are collected offline into a database in
advance. This offline environment is convenient for our abnormal client analysis tasks. However, it
is not practical and has privacy leakage risks to store all the training logs, especially client model
parameters in the central server. In our use cases, we have proved the effectiveness of using model
difference representation in the form of a color bar for tracking model anomaly. Thus we can
save all the client model difference representation images instead of model parameter values to
verify model anomaly in a real-time system. These images can assist experts in making decisions
on whether to discard some probable abnormal clients. Our anomaly detection approach is also
applicable to continuously incoming data. Nonetheless, the specific design for a real-time FL visual
analysis system still needs more consideration.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we pose a novel visual analytics solution to disclose the FL training dynamics and
analyze client anomalies, which can help experts better understand the FL training process and
improve the global model. It is a pioneering effort in visual analysis for abnormal client detection
in the FL setting. In our system, we design four key views to show training logs from different
levels and perspectives. An anomaly detection method is integrated into our Projection View
to find those potential anomalous clients. Model evaluation and representation approaches are
proposed to analyze the abnormal clients. Furthermore, we present three use cases to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our system in interactively analyzing the FL training process and detecting
abnormal clients. Future work will focus on the improvement of our system’s scalability and the
integration in real-time FL training environment. We also plan to explore visual design and visual
analysis methods in different FL scenarios.
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